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                                                      SUBMISSION 

                       DRAFT ROSCOMMON DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2021-2027

 
In the spirit of the FARO Convention in its recognition of the importance of the community 
formed around the cultural asset to be enhanced and citizens involvement in the 
processes of defining, deciding/valorising and managing the cultural good, this submission
is being addressed to Roscommon County Council on the understanding that the heritage 
community includes citizens of the adjoining County of Mayo [historical stakeholder] and 
accordingly, this submission can be the subject of inter-county communication and 
consultation.

SCOPE

The focus of this submission: 

     
    1a) Having regard to  - in this case – its unique significance in European 
          Social+Cultural History, the designation of an Architectural Conservation Area 
          (ACA): Demesne of the historical Dillon Landed Estate at Loughglinn, 
          Co.Roscommon including its extent, having regard also to interlinked protected and 
          unprotected structures 
      
      b) The linking of this ACA with both the existing ACA in Ballaghaderreen LAP and 
           with both protected and to date unprotected linked cultural + social heritage, in
           both Ballaghaderreen, Ballyhaunis, Carrick-on-Shannon and Urlar

    2.   The safeguarding+restoration of heritage kitchen+pleasure gardens including
           nursery garden, lake-island-garden and curtilage-designed landscape of the    
           demesne of Loughglinn

    3.   The linking of historically associated built heritage – be it protected or do date
           unprotected -, in an adjoining county in line with
           ED 6.27 to form a trail

    4a) The designation of further Special Conservation Areas due to the practice of 
           historically signicant farming methods in the surrounding area including on 
           wetlands and historically sigificant reclaimed demesne wetlands
      b)  In collaboration with the communal administrative, tourism and farming actors  
            of the adjoining county, the creation of + linking of historically significant 
            associated natural heritage [rural] in an adjoining county, in line with ED 6.22,    
            6.24, 6.26 to form a trail

UNDERPINNING ARGUMENTATION

Given the acknowledged cornerstone of our shared European Continent: -sustainability-
the challenges posed by the current and any future pandemic, we would do well to 
evaluate the Social and Historical culture pertaining to the still extant Barony of 
Costello Gallen in todays terms. That aspiration is effectively understood in the 
strategically stated Policy Objectives. 



FARO and the European Green Deal provide the means to achieving an integrated 
Economy, shaped by engaged actors not just in dialogue with each other, but entrusted 
as Trustees capable of Trustee-Asset-Management.
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